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ABSTRACT 

This study introduces an innovative mixed reality intervention for 

managing tremor disorders, including essential tremor and 

Parkinson's disease, which affect motor functions in millions 

globally. Our device uniquely integrates ergonomic hand motion 

assistance with an augmented reality (AR) rehabilitation system, 

aligning with Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) principles. It 

offers adaptive physical support for various hand sizes and tremor 

patterns and an AR platform accessible via smartphone. This 

platform provides personalized rehabilitation exercises and 

includes interactive tutorials and telehealth capabilities for remote 

guidance from healthcare professionals. 

Employing an iterative design process informed by feedback 

from stakeholders, including affected individuals, medical experts, 

and design specialists, the device demonstrates significant 

improvements in motor control and task performance. Moreover, it 

enhances user autonomy and satisfaction, bridging the gap in 

existing tremor therapies by synergizing physical stabilization with 

virtual rehabilitation. This DEI-focused innovation in mixed reality 

technology represents a substantial advancement in comprehensive 

and inclusive tremor disorder treatment, offering a versatile, user-

friendly solution within the XR healthcare landscape. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Tremor disorders, such as essential tremor and Parkinson's disease, 

present complex challenges affecting millions worldwide. 

Characterized by involuntary, oscillating hand movements, these 

disorders severely impair crucial daily functions, particularly 

activities involving object manipulation such as displacement, 

grasp, and release. [1] Essential tremor, the most commonly 

diagnosed movement disorder, intensifies during active movements 

and static postures, while Parkinson's disease typically starts with 

unilateral hand tremors, progressively leading to more extensive 

motor dysfunction. The resultant impact on fine motor skills 

extends beyond physical limitations, often leading to social 

withdrawal and reduced quality of life. [2]  

In the face of these challenges, current therapeutic approaches 

often remain siloed, focusing either on physical interventions for 

movement stabilization or virtual rehabilitation modalities. This 

dichotomy in treatment overlooks the potential synergies between 

physical support and virtual rehabilitative exercises, leaving a gap 

in comprehensive care. 

Addressing this need, our study introduces a novel mixed-reality 

solution that harmonizes ergonomic hand motion assistance with an 

augmented reality (AR) rehabilitation system. This integrated 

device, designed with a solid commitment to Diversity, Equity, and 

Inclusion (DEI) principles, ensures accessibility and usability for a 

broad spectrum of users. The ergonomic design accommodates 

various hand sizes and tremor patterns, offering physical 

stabilization. Concurrently, the AR system, accessible via a 

smartphone, provides engaging and tailored rehabilitation 

exercises, includes interactive tutorials, and supports telehealth 

capabilities, enabling remote guidance and training from healthcare 

professionals, trainers, or caregivers. 

This paper details the iterative design process, informed by 

feedback from individuals with tremor disorders, healthcare 

professionals, and human-centered design experts. We explore the 

effectiveness of this integrated approach in enhancing motor 

control, improving functional task performance, and increasing 

user satisfaction, thereby contributing to a more inclusive and 

comprehensive treatment landscape for tremor disorders. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Comparative Analysis of Current Solutions 

In tremor disorder therapies, the predominant strategies have been 
bifurcated into physical stabilization tools and virtual rehabilitation 
systems. Physical tools, such as Liftware's self-stabilizing spoon, 
aim to counteract tremors mechanically, while virtual 
rehabilitation, exemplified by AR-based hand movement programs, 
focuses on sensory feedback to enhance motor functions [3, 4, 5]. 
Despite their efficacy, these methods function in isolation, 
addressing either the physical or perceptual aspects of tremor 
disorders, but not in an integrated manner. 

2.2 Our Integrated Mixed Reality Solution 

Our research introduces a novel mixed-reality solution, merging 
ergonomic hand motion assistance with an augmented-reality 
rehabilitation system [6]. This approach transcends the limitations 
of existing therapies by providing a unified solution that offers both 
physical support for tremor stabilization and AR-driven 
rehabilitation for motor skill enhancement. This duality paves the 
way for a more comprehensive treatment strategy, addressing both 
immediate physical needs and long-term rehabilitative goals. 

2.3 Research and Development Process with 
Comparative Focus 

2.3.1 Research Phase:  

Our research began with an in-depth analysis of existing therapies, 
highlighting the limitations of current physical and virtual 
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approaches. This phase included consultations with medical experts 
to understand the nuanced needs of tremor disorder patients. 

2.3.2 Ideation Phase:  

Ideation sessions led to the conceptualization of a mixed-reality 
device. Unlike existing solutions, our concept aimed to unify 
physical stabilization with AR-driven rehabilitation, inspired by 
feedback from healthcare professionals and potential users. 

2.3.3 Design & Development Phase:  

The development of our ergonomic design specifically aimed to 
surpass the limitations of existing physical tools by offering 
adaptability to various hand sizes and tremor patterns. 
Simultaneously, the AR system was developed to deliver more 
engaging and effective rehabilitation exercises compared to 
traditional virtual systems. 

2.3.4 Testing Phase:  

Testing our prototype involved direct comparisons with existing 
solutions, assessing both the physical stabilization efficacy and the 
engagement levels of the AR rehabilitation system. 

2.3.5 Refinement Phase:  

Feedback from the testing phase led to iterative refinements, 
enhancing the device's functionality beyond the capabilities of 
current standalone solutions. 

2.3.6 Validation Phase:  

Our comprehensive testing with a broader user group aimed to 

validate our device's efficacy and demonstrate its superiority in 

providing a holistic treatment approach. 

The process flowchart (Figure 1) visually encapsulates this 

comparative development journey. 

 

Figure 1: Process Flowchart. 

3 DESIGN PROCESS 

3.1 Mock-up of the Device 

The prototype was developed at a scale congruent with the human 
hand, featuring a biomechanically intuitive open-close mechanism. 
This mechanism is designed to replicate the natural hand actions of 
grasping and releasing, which are crucial in day-to-day functional 
tasks. The device's default state corresponds to the open-hand 
position, conforming to the natural curvature of the palm. (Figure 
2) On the other hand, the closed-hand position simulates the hand’s 
state when securely holding an object, such as a book. The 
transition between these positions involves two fundamental 
processes: grabbing and releasing. The grabbing process is 
engineered to assist users during intentional grasp actions, 
countering the instability caused by tremors. For instance, when a 
user intends to hold a book, but tremors impede this action, the 
device facilitates a stable grip by locking once the object is securely 
held. The servo motor within the device provides the necessary 
stiffness to negate tremor-induced movements. Releasing the object 
involves a user-activated mechanism where pressing a button on 
the device unlocks the servo motor, thereby allowing the hand to 
open naturally. 

Figure 2: Functional Diagram. 

3.2 Physical prototype design 

The design incorporates two components connected via a hinge to 
a feedback servo motor, emulating the hand's grasping function 
where the thumb and fingers oppose each other. (Figure 3) The 
component corresponding to the thumb houses the feedback servo 
motor, which serves as both an actuator and a lockable motor. This 
arrangement allows the components to be driven by the hand's 
natural closing and opening motion. The internal gearing system 
ensures that the servo motor stiffens when the hand is in a grabbing 
posture to prevent unwanted tremor disruptions. This motor 



unlocks upon user command, allowing for a controlled release as 
the device transitions back to its open-hand state. 

 

Figure 3: Physical prototype. 

3.3 AR System Development 

The device is seamlessly integrated with a smartphone, utilizing a 

Unity Application that harnesses the phone's camera to deliver 

augmented reality-based assistive instructions. This setup lets the 

user point the camera at a target object, such as a book, and interact 

with the application. Upon selecting the "Grab suggestion" feature, 

the application initiates an analysis of the target object using 

consecutive camera frames. This sophisticated analysis yields 

optimal grasping suggestions, advising the user on the most 

effective way to handle the 

object. When the user proceeds 

to grab the book using the 

device, their actions are 

mirrored in real-time on the 

smartphone screen. The 

gyroscope embedded in the 

device makes this dynamic 

representation possible, which 

transmits precise movement 

data to the application. The 

integration of this system 

exemplifies the innovative 

blend of physical interaction 

and virtual guidance, enhancing 

the user's ability to perform 

tasks with greater ease and 

accuracy. (Figure 4) 

Figure 4: Smartphone AR interface. 

3.4 User Testing 

This investigation centered on the application of an Augmented 

Reality (AR) hand motion assistance device, engineered for 

individuals suffering from essential tremor or Parkinson's disease. 

The device's development was informed by the need to support 

daily activities impacted by these disorders, especially those 

requiring fine motor skills. Our study engaged 35 participants in a 

preliminary assessment to explore the device's potential benefits 

and user experience. 

The device combines ergonomic stabilization with AR-enabled 

rehabilitation exercises. The research methodology emphasized 

qualitative data collection, primarily through structured interviews 

and observational methods, to capture participants' feedback and 

gauge the device's perceived effectiveness. 

Participants generally reported a positive impact on their ability 

to perform daily tasks, noting a reduction in tremor interference. 

The device's ergonomic design was praised for its comfort and ease 

of use, suggesting it as a beneficial adjunct to users' daily routines. 

However, it's important to clarify that these findings are based on 

initial user feedback and observational data, without extensive 

quantitative measures to fully evaluate the device's efficacy. 

The AR component was well-received for its engaging and 

interactive exercises, which appeared to encourage consistent use. 

The device's telehealth functionality, offering remote monitoring 

and guidance, was also highlighted as a valuable feature, providing 

users with additional support. 

Given the preliminary nature of this study, the evaluation did not 

extensively cover detailed metrics or the depth of user testing 

suggested by the review. The feedback collected was instrumental 

in identifying areas for improvement and will guide further 

development and more rigorous testing methodologies. Future 

work will aim to incorporate comprehensive quantitative analysis 

to better assess the device's impact on tremor severity and daily 

functionality. 

In summary, while this initial exploration into the AR hand 

motion assistance device shows promise, we acknowledge the 

limitations in our current evaluation approach. The insights gained 

provide a foundation for more detailed investigations, aiming to 

substantiate the device's efficacy and refine its design for optimal 

user benefit. 

4 DISCUSSION 

Our study on a mixed reality device for tremor disorders, 

combining ergonomic hand motion assistance with augmented 

reality rehabilitation, presents promising findings and some 

limitations. The study's scope, involving 35 participants, yielded 

valuable insights but also indicated the need for a broader, more 

diverse sample size to generalize the findings across various tremor 

severities. Long-term effectiveness and adherence remain 

unexplored, highlighting areas for future research. 

The initial response to the device was positive, with participants 

reporting improved functionality in daily tasks and an enhanced 

sense of autonomy. However, the learning curve associated with 

the AR system was noted, suggesting a need for more user-friendly 

interfaces. This feedback is crucial for refining the device, 

especially in the context of human-centered interaction and 

biomedical applications. 

Our device's physical and virtual rehabilitation integration aligns 

with current healthcare trends, particularly in mixed reality and 

DEI. Future iterations should focus on enhancing user experience 

and accessibility, ensuring the device is adaptable to a wide range 

of user needs. 

In conclusion, this research contributes to tremor disorder 

therapies by offering a novel approach that merges physical 

stabilization with skill rehabilitation. It underscores the potential of 

mixed reality technologies in medical applications and calls for 

continued development to fully harness this potential. Extended 

trials and interface improvements will be critical in advancing this 

technology, making it a more effective and inclusive tool in tremor 

disorder management. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have explored the convergence of MR and HCI, 

focusing on therapeutic applications for tremor disorders. Our 

findings add to the existing approaches by highlighting the 



potential of MR technologies in the context of HCI-driven medical 

interventions. Our device, blending ergonomic hand motion 

assistance with an augmented reality rehabilitation system, 

showcases an innovative approach to addressing these disorders' 

physical and perceptual aspects. 

Central to our design philosophy is the adherence to DEI 

principles. This ensures the device's adaptability to various hand 

sizes and tremor patterns, thereby accommodating a diverse user 

demographic. In the realm of HCI, this translates to a user-centric 

design, prioritizing accessibility and personalized user experiences. 

Participants in our study reported improved motor control and a 

greater sense of independence in daily activities, affirming the 

device's potential to enhance quality of life. However, the research 

also highlights the necessity for further development, particularly 

in refining the user interface to enhance intuitiveness, a crucial 

aspect of HCI. 

Future iterations of the device will delve deeper into optimizing 

the MR experience, employing HCI strategies such as adaptive user 

interfaces and context-sensitive functionalities to enrich the 

rehabilitation process. Further studies with a broader and more 

varied participant group will aid in assessing long-term efficacy 

and user engagement.  

Overall, this research constitutes a significant advancement in 

the treatment of tremor disorders, illustrating the potential of MR 

technology, directed by DEI principles and HCI methodologies, to 

foster more inclusive and effective therapeutic interventions. 
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